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Ebola: Genetically Modified Organism developed in
US Biowarfare Laboratories in Africa.
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 As I read this notice from ClinicalTrials.gov, a service of the US National Institutes of Health,
the US Government and Pharmaceutical corporations have been conducting ebola tests on
humans. http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT02041715

This is official confirmation of Dr. Boyle and Dr. Broderick’s reports that the US government
has  conducted  ebola  experiments.  Perhaps  the  vaccine  was  not  effective,  and  those  on
whom the experiment was conducted came down with ebola and perhaps also employees in
the US bio-warfare laboratories located in Africa where the experiment was conducted. 

It appears that the test consists of giving an ebola vaccine and then exposing the unaware
person to ebola, apparently an engineered version for bio-warfare. Whatever the tests are, it
is clear that Boyle and Broderick in their articles below are correct that experimentation with
ebola by the US government is underway.

Two Scientists Say Ebola Originated In US Bio-warfare Lab

Experts have brought to the public’s attention that ebola is a genetically modified organism
developed in US biowarfare laboratories in Africa.

In the two articles below reproduced from Tom Feeley’s Information Clearing House (a good
site worthy of your support), Dr. Francis Boyle of the University of Illinois and
Dr. Cyril Broderick of the University of Liberia and the University of Delaware provide their
fact-based assessments. Dr. Boyle drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of
1989, the US implementing legislation for the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention.

For speaking out, both Boyle and Broderick will be viciously attacked by the US print and TV
media.  Remember  the  case  of  Gary  Webb  who  exposed  the  CIA’s  drug-running  that
supported the Contras in Nicaragua. The cocaine that launched the War on Drugs was
b r o u g h t  i n  b y  t h e
CIA. http://www.opednews.com/articles/WPost-s-Slimy-Assault-on-G-by-Robert-Parry-CIA_Coc
aine_Gary-Webb_Journalism-141018-836.html

These are the URLs for the articles by Dr. Boyle and Dr. Broderick:

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article40012.htm

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article40013.htm
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See also:  http://www.lewrockwell.com/2014/10/no_author/its-the-worse-strain-of-ebola-ever/
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